MY SCHOOL YEARS

Concept

- The album offers **structure** because there is **space for everything that should be recorded or preserved**.
- The **design** of the album is ideal for **portraying each child’s own personality and interests**. The child too can become involved with filling in and making up the album as soon as he/she is old enough.
- It means so much to a child who brings home a certificate, a drawing, a report, etc. and sees that his/her parents are also excited about it and want to treasure it with love in a book of life that their child can be proud of.

Contents

- **My Family** – based on the concept of a family tree. It gives background on the family to which the child belongs. It acts as a guarantee that he/she is part of a unique family with special traditions. The idea is for parents and grandparents to sign this page personally, giving their names too if possible. This gives a special character to the page. This section can be expanded by adding photos of the family and the family’s history. Also see the **Collage section**.
- **Collage section** – ideal for a selection of photos on a specific theme, such as family photos, friends through the years, or a photo of the child every year. Extra collage pages can be added to the other theme pages in the album, e.g. by making a collage of the highlights or friends in each year.
- **Includes the following per year (pre-school, grade R – grade 12):**
  - Fill-in page for the highlights of the year (e.g. class, teacher, friends and other interesting information) and an individual school photo.
  - Frame page for bigger photos (class photos, sport or activity photos). This page can also be used as an autograph page or to display certificates, artwork, etc.
  - Envelope for the safe-keeping of reports, medals, CD’s and other keepsakes.
  - Photo pocket page for 10 jumbo photos per year.

Please look at Edugrafix’s extended range of **Additional album items**.

If the album gets bulky at any stage, it can be divided into two or more albums by simply buying an extra album cover and dividing the content.

Edugrafix’s **General albums** can also be used as additional albums, for example by creating a separate album for sport or cultural activities.